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FADE IN.

Dark. Moonlight does not do much to illuminate the long bush 
trees.

Sounds of scary owls and forest cricket chirps.

GENIE (V.O)
DARK-

A silhouette of a man comes into frame. Bats fly about 
SLOWLY, from his waist to the upper body. 

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
Old-Rivertown's ancient enemy. Bit by 
bit the whole land comes into his 
grasp. Without hesitation he has to 
be hunt down. There's only a certain 
required type of sinister to fight 
him-

Four other silhouettes of two men and two women come running 
in lighting flash speeds from random but towards the same 
direction, the man with bats' direction. 

They all slow down. 

Their leader, a woman figure, comes into the limited 
moonlight. 

Part of her face is shown. Her hair is floating around in 
air as if it's made of snakes.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
-the Royal's.

The woman's figure now comes entirely into light. It is 
LUCY, a Royal. She has on a long black coat revealing her 
cleavage but covering the rest of the body. 

High collars, with a snake sign with caption 'Royal' on her 
necklace resting on her chest. 

Her other three partners stall in formation behind her 
holding spears, ready for a fight.

LUCY
(sinister look)

Dark, it would be an honor, 
delivering your lifeless body to 
Royal Kún.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT
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DARK, a figure circulated by flying bats, still stands the 
opposite direction.  

His eyes turns red and the bats stop flying about but waving 
wings in their separate places as if listening to him.

DARK
Lucy, it would be an insult, being 
killed by you.

The bats start flying about him again.

LUCY
I was summoned from the other side to 
be here and I've conquered Mongoose 
land on my worst-

DARK
(raises hands)

Are we going to fight or chant poems?

GENIE (V.O)
They hunt on him every darkness.

The four Royals sprint towards him in dispersing directions. 

DARK points the outer two Royals with both his hands 
simultaneously and his bats fly agressively in halves, to 
the said directions.

The bats lift the two Royals at the back in air. They hold 
on to them and they struggle to break loose from the bats. 

Dark remains with two opponents now, Lucy and the other male 
Royal.

The start raiding towards him.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
They always make sure they outnumber 
him on their battles. He is darkness 
after all, walks in dark same way we 
walk in light. The legend... 
Nightfall-

The fight becomes one sided, Dark's. 

He kicks the Royal man in the stomach and he flies in air to 
Fall on the sharp stem nearby which drills through his neck. 

Before he falls, his spear floats in air defying gravity, 
and it rushes over to Dark's hand who is pulling it by inky 
like floating darkness. 
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It is his power.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
Sadly the numbers are always 
pointless-

LUCY starts fighting in ultra speed and to her surprise, 
Dark matches her speed and does not even bother to use the 
spear.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
Because off all the battles he 
conqueres every darkness, he only 
becomes stronger.

She backs a step back and she starts rising from the ground 
into still air. 

She starts breathing heavily in anger.

She too pulls the two spears from her two partners 
struggling with bats in the background, but not with 
darkness but like a magnet.

She holds the two spears and she  races with DARK to try and 
stab one another. 

DARK stabs her first in the stomach.

Lucy's spears fall from the now loose grip of her hands.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
The prey became the hunter-

Blood stars coming of her mouth with a defeated look on her 
face. Weak!

Dark leans close to her face and on through to her ear he 
whispers-

DARK
Maybe you should have fought in 
Mongoose land for the rest of your 
eternal life-

Her eyes close and she Dies.

Dark leaves her body to Fall on the ground. 

Her legs fall but her upper torso fails as it is blocked by 
the penetrated spear in her stomach.

GENIE (V.O) (CONT'D)
The hunter became the hunted.
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He looks up to the remaining two Royals.

DARK
I almost forgot about you two-

The bats bring them close to him within a metre space.

DARK (CONT'D)
I'm sorry I didn't give you much of 
my attention.

The two are overcome with fear. 

Dark raises his right hand and gazes coldly in their eyes. 
He Folds the hand and the two Royals' eyes turn BLACK. 

They instantly stop breathing. DEAD.

The bats leave the two fall to the ground and Dark surveys 
over to Lucy's corpse. 

He motions with his right hand as he walks away and DARKNESS 
starts filling everywhere the moonlight illuminated.

Darkness overcomes everything insight including him as he 
marches off slowly. 

Total darkness.

Super Title: D A R K E R

FADE OUT.

THE END


